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Welcome friends, 

Extraordinary times require extraordinary grace.  

As the COVID-19 pandemic, struggles with racial
justice, and the continued abuse of our
environment swirl around us, we know that it is
grace and the Spirit that moves us to a place
where we can face our world with a sense of
God's presence, God's hope, and God's peace.
We are encouraged by Pope Francis in Fratelli
Tuti (see below) as we are "Facing Dark Clouds
over a Closed World." 

Once again I hope this Newsletter will provide
resources and commentary that both challenge
and provide the cracks "where light comes in"  as
we face our cloudy world together. 

I've been asked about viewing previous issues of the PSN Newsletter. You can see
the archives by clicking the link above "View this email in your browser" The last two
issues on racial justice have been of particular interest for sharing with others. 

Finally, you can contact me directly anytime via email or phone with ideas or
feedback for the Newsletter. 

In peace and solidarity,  

David Horvath 
jpic@passionist.org 
502-435-3265 

https://mailchi.mp/55fae3c95c16/october2020newsletter?e=[UNIQID]
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Transforming Ripples 
A Homily from Fr. Jack Conley CP 

Fr. Jack Conley CP has been a member of the team that is facilitating the Fall series,
Waking Up: Conversations about Race with the Passionist Community.  The team,
which also includes Lissa Romell and David Horvath, has been using a circle model
of conversation, stressing storytelling and deep listening as we describe our own
experiences and struggles to move forward. Fr. Jack recently delivered a homily in
his community where he "took a chance" to speak of how we can fail to learn when
we avert our eyes.  
 
"I am embarrassed — ashamed, to admit that I never heard story 
(and I grew up in Chicago) 
(Maybe it was simply succumbing to the temptation 



to avert one’s eyes) 
But I never heard the story of Emmett Till 
until six years ago 
When Laquan McDonald, 17-year-old African American  
killed in Chicago on October 20, 2014 
While McDonald was slowly walking away 
the police officer unloaded 16 bullets into the youth, 
most of them as he lay on the ground 

We don’t need to demonize, nor bludgeon each other with guilt,
but we do need to enter into a crucial conversation, we need to talk about it, 
because it’s pretty clear we have not talked about racism in the past.

Read Fr. Jack's full homily here.

Bread for the World Racial Scorecard 

It is well accepted that people of color in the United
States are more likely to experience hunger and
poverty because of structural racism.  COVID-19 has
just exasperated  and amplified this reality. How do we
evaluate our public policies and programs (and
opinions of political candidates) using a racial justice
lens to achieve equal outcomes for people of color? 
Bread for the World  has developed a useful

"scorecard" and rubric for looking at this and stresses these are based on the fact
that " Each community of color has a different history, which includes individual and
group experiences of racism in the United States. These histories and experiences
are known collectively as historical trauma. To reverse racial inequities, policy
recommendations should be rooted in the historical trauma each community of
color has experienced." 

See the BFW Racial Scorecard here 

New Programs for Prayer, Reflection, and Action for
Racial Justice

https://mcusercontent.com/91d28dd8b8502f595f66aa793/files/ffffee76-50b0-49a7-8081-74283e82f20f/TeresaAvila.pdf
https://mcusercontent.com/91d28dd8b8502f595f66aa793/files/0b5b0dde-e0ea-4462-9854-45957cc58d72/Racial_Equity_Scorecard_Policies.pdf


The Ignatian Solidarity Network has developed two new "self paced" programs to
learn and connect our head and heart to
become more anti-racist.  The ISN is offering
the following free programs: 

Novena for Racial Justice  In the Catholic
tradition, a novena is an ancient form of
devotional prayer over a period of nine days for
a specific intention. Daily emails are sent for
participants. 

21-Day Ignatian Racial Equity
Challenge  This 21-day email campaign will
provide daily resources to learn, pray, and act

on a variety of issues related to racial justice and equity. More background
"homework" is recommended each day. 

Learn about both programs here

Baptizing White Supremacy

Commonweal Assistant editor Regina Munch
spoke with Robert Jones about about his new
book, White Too Long: The Legacy of White
Supremacy in American Christianity, and his
challenging description of attitudes among
white Christians on issues of racial
justice. Jones is the CEO and founder of Public
Religion Research Institute (PRRI) 

Jones states that in the 1960s and ’80s, U.S.
bishops released strong statements on race
that called on people to support equal rights for
African Americans. But Fr. Bryan Massingale
has shown that by 2004, two-thirds of Catholics
reported that they had heard no homilies on
race through the entire three-year lectionary
cycle.

https://ignatiansolidarity.net/resources/faith-in-action-responding-to-racial-injustice/


And, from a study Jones did for his book: "One of the patterns that I noticed was that
on issues of race, and particularly on issues of systemic racism, there were huge
gaps between whites who identified as Christian of any kind, whether they were
Protestant or Catholic, and whites who claim no religious affiliation at all. And in
virtually every one of these questions, it’s whites who were not Christian who held
views closer to those of African Americans."

The whole interview is here 

Follow up with this challenging recent article from  Fr. Bryan Massingale

"In the name of all persons of goodwill present in
every part of the world..."

Fratelli tutti is the third
encyclical of Pope Francis,
subtitled "on fraternity and social
friendship." He clarifies quickly
that "sisters" are equally
included. In the document,
Francis states that the COVID-
19 pandemic has proven the
failure of the world to work
together during the crisis. The

encyclical calls us to confront our failures for more human solidarity, and is a plea to
reject wars, engage in just economics and "better politics." 

Francis was inspired to write this encyclical and quotes the “Document on Human
Fraternity for World Peace and Living Together”, which he signed on February 4,
2019, in Abu Dhabi, along with the Grand Imam of Al-Azhar, Ahmad Al-Tayyib: from
that milestone of interreligious dialogue, the Pontiff returns to the appeal that, in the
name of human fraternity, dialogue be adopted as the way, common cooperation as
conduct, and mutual knowledge as method and standard (see Par 285).  

Here is a short summary of the encyclical

View the 3 minute video below

https://www.commonwealmagazine.org/baptizing-white-supremacy
https://www.ncronline.org/news/opinion/assumptions-white-privilege-and-what-we-can-do-about-it
http://www.vatican.va/content/francesco/en/travels/2019/outside/documents/papa-francesco_20190204_documento-fratellanza-umana.html
https://www.vaticannews.va/en/pope/news/2020-10/fratelli-tutti-pope-fraternity-social-friendship-short-summary.html


Peace in the human family. 3 minutes

Laudato Si' Corner 

“Efforts to promote a sustainable use of
natural resources are not a waste of
money, but rather an investment
capable of providing other economic
benefits in the medium term. If we look
at the larger picture, we can see that
more diversified and innovative forms of
production which impact less on the
environment can prove very profitable. It
is a matter of openness to different
possibilities which do not involve stifling
human creativity and its ideals of
progress, but rather directing that
energy along new channels.” (Laudato
Si' 191) 

https://youtu.be/YEK0-m_Vt90


Adopting a long-term view is extremely relevant to institutional investors who must
assure the financial durability of their institutions for time periods measured in
decades, even centuries, rather than merely the upcoming quarter year.  Pope
Francis asks that caring for ecosystems demands far-sightedness, since no one
looking for quick and easy profit is truly interested in their preservation. We can be
silent witnesses to terrible injustices if we think that we can obtain significant benefits
by making the rest of humanity, present and future, pay the extremely high costs of
environmental deterioration.(Laudato Si' 36)

Do you think about the "good" in the investments we make personally and
through our organizations?
Do you struggle to see the connections between our financial investments and
the state of the world in general?

Action:  Spend a few minutes with these two resources: 

In a TED talk from Pope Francis, we hear about the moral imperative to act on
climate change using our investments. "One way to encourage this change is to lead
businesses towards the urgent need to commit themselves to the integral care of our
common home, excluding from investments those companies that do not meet the
parameters of integral ecology, while rewarding those that work concretely, during
this transitional phase, to put, at the center of their activities, sustainability, social
justice and the promotion of the common good."  View the six minute video here. 

Covid, the world that emerges needs mature roots - This video with Martin
Palmer from Britain, CEO of FaithInvest, a group that creates bridges between the
religious and financial worlds makes a case that sustainable socially responsible
investment is essential. View the short video and interview here.

Passionist Pause from St. Paul of the Cross Passionist
Retreat & Conference Center 

https://www.ted.com/talks/his_holiness_pope_francis_our_moral_imperative_to_act_on_climate_change_and_3_steps_we_can_take?language=en
https://www.ted.com/talks/his_holiness_pope_francis_our_moral_imperative_to_act_on_climate_change_and_3_steps_we_can_take?language=en
https://www.vaticannews.va/en/vatican-city/news/2020-09/project-covid-martin-palmer-world-roots-economy.html


Enjoy these homilies from the Center staff including Fr. Alex Steinmiller, Faith
Offman, Fr. Pat Brennan and Fr. Enno Dango.  Here is their YouTube Channel 

Linking Justice and Peace in the Lectionary
The Passionist Solidarity Network collaborates
with other community justice and peace offices
and we would love to see homily resources
coming from the Passionist charism. Contact
the Passionist Solidarity Network office if you
would like to contribute. 

Homily resources from the Ignatian Solidarity Network 

The Franciscan Action Network weekly newsletter has homily and petition writing
resources.  Sign up here:  https://franciscanaction.org/resources/fan-weekly-
newsletter-archive

The Holy Cross Passionist website features wonderful daily scripture reflections from
the Passionist Family.  Three regular contributors are members of the Passionist

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCPcJTVR7XTRqL1E-uZzi0QQ/videos
mailto:jpic@passionist.org?subject=Justice%20Lectionary
https://ignatiansolidarity.net/blog/category/rise-up-weekly/
https://franciscanaction.org/resources/fan-weekly-newsletter-archive
https://passionist.org/daily-reflections/


Solidarity Network Advisory Board.  

The Catholic Climate Covenant has homily helps incorporating Laudato Si’ as well as
weekly tip bulletin inserts (including Spanish).  

How is your community holding up in response to the pandemic?  How are you
staying safe and healthy? What unique challenges are facing you? What are you
finding you can do to support your surrounding communities? What is inspiring

you in these times that effects the entire Passionist Family and our world so
much?  Contact me, David Horvath, and share your experiences.  My email is

jcip@passionist.org.

Be sure to forward this newsletter to friends who would be interested in the
work of Passionist Passionist Solidarity in North America.  We'll be happy to
add them to our mailing list. You can update your mailing preferences for this
list using the link below.  Thank you!
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